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74 Build a killer gaming PC for £1,396
You too can have fantastic ray-traced gaming performance for under £1,400. Antony Leather takes you through the build process step by step.
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What lies in store for the year ahead in tech? Edward Chester puts forward his predictions.

88 ROG Pagoda mod
This pagoda-inspired mod is a mini marvel. János Kerekes shows us how it was made.

92 Raspberry Pi 400
The computer in a keyboard is back, we look at Raspberry Pi’s latest creation, which harks back to the days of 8-bit home computer designs.

106 Windows 1
35 years ago, Microsoft launched the first version of Windows to a largely indifferent audience. Stuart Andrews looks back at the launch, and has a play with Windows 1 with a modern eye.

114 Laughable launches
Supply chain woes continue to blight the industry and James Corbold thinks it’s no laughing matter.
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